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Habeas Data: Privacy vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
"Habeas Data should be required reading for all public officials who want to better understand the near-future of
privacy and surveillance." — Libby Schaaf, Mayor of Oakland, CA “Essential reading for anyone concerned
with how technology has overrun privacy.”

Habeas Data: Privacy vs. The Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
A dazzling exposé that journeys from Oakland, California to the halls of the Supreme Court to the back of a
squad car, Habeas Data combines deft reportage, deep research, and original interviews to offer an X-ray
diagnostic of our current surveillance state….

Habeas Data: Privacy vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech by ...
A book about what the Cambridge Analytica scandal shows: That surveillance and data privacy is every
citizens’ concern An important look at how 50 years of American privacy law is inadequate for the today's
surveillance technology, from acclaimed Ars Technica senior business editor Cyrus Farivar. Until the 21st
century, most of our activities were private by default, publi

Habeas Data: Privacy Vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
His second book, Habeas Data, about the legal cases over the last 50 years that have had an outsized impact on
surveillance and privacy law in America, was published May 8, 2018 from Melville House.

Habeas Data » Melville House Books
Habeas Data shows how the explosive growth of surveillance technology has outpaced our understanding of the
ethics, mores, and laws of privacy. Award-winning tech reporter Cyrus Farivar makes the case by taking ten
historic court decisions that defined our privacy rights and matching them against the capabilities of modern
technology.

Habeas Data: Privacy vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
Or, as we recently learned from reports about Cambridge Analytica, our data might be turned into a propaganda
machine against us. In 10 crucial legal cases, Habeas Data explores the tools of surveillance that exist today,
how they work, and what the implications are for the future of privacy.

Habeas data : privacy vs. the rise of surveillance tech ...
Get this from a library! Habeas data : privacy vs. the rise of surveillance tech. [Cyrus Farivar] -- "Until the 21st
century, most of our activities were private by default, public only through effort; today anything that touches

digital space has the potential (and likelihood) to remain somewhere ...

Habeas Data: Privacy vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
Cyrus [suh-ROOS] is a Senior Tech Policy Reporter at Ars Technica, and is also an author and radio producer.
His second book, Habeas Data , about the legal cases over the last 50 years that have had an outsized impact on
surveillance and privacy law in America, is due out May 8, 2018 from Melville House.

Habeas Data: Privacy vs the Rise of Surveillance TechSanta ...
Focusing on 10 crucial legal cases, Cyrus Farivar, Ars Technica’s senior business editor, will provide a critical
and historical look at the tools of surveillance: how they work, and what their implications are for the future of
privacy. This event is co-sponsored by the High Tech Law Institute and the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics.

Habeas Data: Privacy Vs. the Rise of Surveillance Tech ...
A book about what the Cambridge Analytica scandal shows: That surveillance and data privacy is every
citizens' concernAn important look at how 50 years of American privacy law is inadequate for the today's
surveillance technology, from acclaimed Ars Technica senior business editor Cyrus Farivar. Until the 21st
century, most of our activities were private by default, public only through effort ...

